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• 1989 - contracted to clean up their sale database (in SmartWare II, a local company later bought 
by Informix who were in turn bought out by IBM) 

• 1989 - contracted to write the software manual for version 2 of AutoScript by Preco Industries 
which was then being written by a company in College Station, Texas in Borland C and named 
AutoScript 5. 

• 1992 - full time with Preco, as software maintenance technician for the new program, debugger 
and phone support for customers.  

• Wrote a program to convert their previous production program in COBOL into a FoxBase format. 
I did the full file conversion program. This included, later, a BOM (bill of materials) program to 
generate a list of materials in AutoCAD drawings of their machines (die cut presses). 

• 1993 - began a beta test download web site for our selected AutoScript testers. This was in ASP 
and led to later web progamming. At this point the web was new and our modems were just 
reaching 14.4 kbps over the phone line. 

• Wrote a network printer distribution program for our AutoCAD files. This was before the days of 
easy network printer access. This program watched for output files in a network folder then fed 
those files to the printer. The picture below shows three of the dialogs and has a short 
explanation in text. 

 



 
• 1995 - Started work on Windows GUI version of AutoScript as the programmer using Visual 

Basic. We called it AutoScript 6. 
• Details below 
• When the program was everything asked for by our beta testers but 10 times slower than the 

previous version I wrote an assembler program for direct file access which gave the program a 
processing speed 10-20% faster than the old program written in C. 

• My rule from this was to make sure I was NOT using the fastest, coolest machine for 
developement. Instead I've always since made a point of having a machine no faster than I can 
expect of most of my customers. If this was to be painful for anyone I wanted it to be painful for 
me first. That way I had a better idea of how our customers experienced it. 

• AutoScript was discontinued in September 1998. 
 
 
 
• Autoscript programming gave me a list of items I had to know about and use (I’m listing these 

off the cuff so far and may think of more later) 
• C (language) 
• Batch files and installation programs/disks 
• DOS BASIC 
• Networks 
• Visual Basic (language) 
• Assembler 
• AutoCAD 
• AutoLISP (language) 
• Installation programs 
• Copy protection (always a bit of a pain) 
• Embedding serial numbers (wrote a program to embed SN’s in programs to customers) 
• Fonts (one of our advantages were PostScript fonts, not stick fonts) 

• more information that I recall about fonts such as foundries, Italic versus oblique, serifs, 
decorations, matching PS to on screen preview for size and position, etcetera) 

• bounding boxes 
• insertion points 
• cap heights - flattened and rounded 
• line heights compared to AutoCAD heights and line separations 
• descenders 
• strings in PostScript versus separated charactes in Windows 
• point measuring systems, PostScript (72 ppi) versus typesetters, US, England, etc. 

(72.272 ppi), 12 points per Pica. Points have varied a good deal in size from the 1700’s 
through the late 1800’s after which they became more standard. 

• Scaling sizes and stroke width changes (thicker for smaller, thinner for larger) and shape 
hints 

• device resolutions 
• PostScript (language) our code converted AutoCAD DXF files to Postscript code 
• EPS and PS  - Encapsulate PostScript and PostScript 
• had a 3.5 kb PostScript header file (Windows PS header was > 100Kb) 
• screen printing – Preco developed and still sells automated screen printers 
• dye sublimation printing – early attempt at printing, changed to screen printing 



 
Preco also developed at laser cutter which I programmed using a movement language with a 
DXF reader derived from the AutoScript AutoCAD parser I wrote. 
• laser cutting using an AutoCAD derived driver file 
• motion control with varying velocities depending on straightline or curves 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Below are screen captures from AutoScript 6 showing some of the detail in the program. This is all my 
programming. 

 
The main opening program ribbon along the top. 
 

 
The table view showing AutoCAD layers used at colors (think screen printing) with the colors assigned to 
various entities on the color layers 
 
 



 
Colors are created for the output and here is the screen where this occurs. In this capture you are 
looking at a graduated color. Flat colors only adjust the "Base color" while any change in the "End Color" 
turns it into a graduated fill. 
 

 
In addition to the colors as such you need a way of controlling the halftone dots on the printerl. This 
gives you intimate control over the very size and shape of each dot as well as the angle of the "screen" 
and the frequency (number of halftone dots per inch). 
 
 



 

 
Setting for all lines in the file and the way the lines end and the corners are made. 
 

 
The same setting on a color layer which overrides the overall settings. 



 
One of the initial features of AutoScript was using PostScript fonts rather than the stick-figure type fonts 
typical of CADD programms. We had our own set of custom designed fonts used for display in the 
AutoCAD window to show the effect of our final PostScript output. 
 
 
 

 
This is my setup for the page orientation and size related to the paper output size. For EPS files the scale 
is independent. 



 
 
This is the preview window showing how the file will look when processed in AutoScript. All of this is 
done in equivalents for Windows. For example, to get a font sized properly you first have to determine a 
relative size for the font, set a font in windows, measure it and determine whether it will work. In small 
point sizes you may need to try more than once. 
Also, in PostScript you declare a full string and every character is in the right place. In Windows you have 
to pull apart the string into the characters and position each character in a its right place. 
Among other things I needed to control was the shape of circles. Seems obvious but a sine function is 
needed depending on the pixel width (generally 1.33) in order to keep circles from looking like ellipses. 
 



 
 
You could process DXF files (both text and binary) by either loading them into the batch window or 
loading an AutoScript batch file into the window. This supported the same batch files used to run 
AutoScript Version 5.xx. 
 
Each file listed for processing can have separate settings including different config files. Any setting that 
is changed when more than one file is selected in the list box changes that settings for all selected 
(highlighted) files.   
  
The Timer option allows you to set the starting time for the batch process. This way you can start the 
processing long after you leave work and after other scheduled evening work, such as backups 
 

Below are some scans of invoices and a W2 for work for Preco, both earlier as free lance and then as full 

time starting with a W-2 for the first full year of employment which started in 1992. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Two 1099s. The bottom one is from work done in 1991 for Preco. Below are some scanned invoices 

showing some of that work. (Note, the top 1099 is from SMI, covered elsewhere.) 

 

The first image below has items in early 1992 (still as contractor) for: 

• Program Development, database management (probably clean up) 

• Serial number and label management 

• Serial number insertion program 

• AutoScript production program 

• Conversion of shape file font widths 

• Refinement of serial number insertion program 

 

• Also invoices for work on the AutoScript software manual for version 5. 



 



 



 
The first page in user documentation for a program to create a BOM (Bill of Materials) from a production 

program (Impact). The date I have on the old diskette is “11 Aug 94.” 



 
The first page for documentation for work on Preco’s sales database using SmartWare II. 



 
Another program in SmartWare II at Preco, this one for aging sales leads. This is the first page in the 

documentation. 



 
Program written to go along with a color printer they were looking at and developing. This used a 

PostScript RIP to print images on a continuous roll of material. This utility gave users a way of creating 

sample color patches on their printer to pick out the exact color combinations. 

Below is a scan of an inkjet sample output page in the documentation. The printer itself was not an 

inkjet. Instead it was a dye-sublimation printer depositing a waxy colorant on the substrate (paper, 

acrylic, etcetera). 

Preco eventually decided the dye-sub printer was a dead end and developed a line of screen printers 

with optical registration on long-roll substrates. 



 
Sample inkjet output in the documentation showing what to expect from the dye-sublimation output on 

the actual production printer. 


